Important Note
Summer vacation will commence on 31.05.2021
and school will reopen on 12.07.2021.
✓ Home work should be done in neat and
clean handwriting.
✓ Parents are requested to clear the dues as per
the schedule given.

English
• Reading: Read Chapter 1,2 &3 (Extended Reading-The
Happy Prince)
• Solve Passage-4&5 of comprehension given in
Comprehension booklet.

Activity
Observe faces of any three of your Family members. Note
down their facial feature you like the most and also the one
that you find funny.
Draw a facial expression to show the given feeling1. Anger 2. Surprise 3. Sadness 4. Happiness
Collect and paste the pictures of a few thing that you do not
have but you wish to have. (you may use old newspapers and
old magazines for the cuttings)

Solve the given grammar assignment.
NOTE: Do your English work on loose sheets.
Grammar Assignment (Holidays Homework)
Pick out noun and tell the kind
i) Mr.Sharma has a huge house.
ii) This bottle is made of steel.
iii) Always speak the truth.
iv) My sister plays a piano in the orchestra.

v) Ashoka is known for his courage.
vi) The bunch of keys is lying on the table.

Pick out the subject and predicate rom the given
sentencesRamesh and his friends are very happy.
ii) My mother bakes cookies for me.
iii) All of us went to a party.
iv)The boy in the blue shirt is my cousin.
v) The doctor examined the patients.
vi)My father is very tired today.
i)

c) Change the number.
i) The lion killed the snake.
ii) The nurse is carrying a baby.
iii) The farmer has a sheep.

iv) The child was writing with a new pen.
v)An ox was grazing in the field.
vi) There is a knife on the shelf.

d) Change the gender
i) The queen punished the washerman.
ii) The fox and the dog were caught by the hunter.
iii) My brother went out with the bride.
iv) His son and my niece are getting married.
v) The poet and the actor were rewarded. vi)I bought a

peacock, a horse and an ox.

e) Make meaningful sentences.
i) market, visited, yesterday, they, the

ii) match, crowd, was, the, watching, the iii)

flying, the, was, pilot, aero plane, the iv) found,
packet, l, a, biscuits, of
v) poem, sister, a, wrote, my vi) after, lunch, while, a,
will, take, they, their

Mathematics
● Do these activities on loose sheets
● Learn tables 0-17
Activity-1
Using matchsticks make Roman numerals from 10 to 20.
Observe,
here each Roman numeral is made of 2
matchsticks.
Similarly,

these numerals are made of 3 matchsticks.

So, write the numbers which require maximum and
minimum number of matchsticks next to every numeral.

Activity-2
Multiplication table hanging.
● Use chart paper or any solid sheet.
● Make Multiplication table of 10 to 20
For example:
All will use their own creativity. Given below is just an example.

Activity-3
Playing with numbers
Take 4-digit numbers from the number plates of two vehicles.
1. Multiply these two numbers.
2. Write the product in words according to Indian numeration
system and International numeration system.
3. Write the expanded form, successor and predecessor of the
product.
4. Write the place value and face value of thousands place
digit of the product.

Mixed Assignment
Solve on C.W notebook
1.Arrange the given numbers in descending order
54084,74040,649358,80656

2. Find the difference between successors of 1099999 and
234556
3. Form a greatest and smallest- digit number using given
digits only once 4,0,1,5,9,6,7,2.
4. Find the product: 4262 x 6602
5. Write the place value and face value of 7 in 346731.
6. Add: 6844 + 83593 + 9606 + 326
7. Find the product of smallest 6- digit number and greatest 3-

digit number.
8.. Find the sum of predecessors of 345637 and 600000.
9. Write the expanded form of 609807.
10. Write 64378348 in words according to Indian system and
international system.
11. Write XLIX, XXXVI, XIV, XXIX, XXXVII in Hindu Arabic system.
12. If minuend is 367888 and difference is 57776, then find the
subtrahend.
13. If one packet has 527 chips, how many chips will be there in
8185 such packets?
14. Ramesh spends Rs8385 per month. How much does he
spend in 18 months?

Science
Note: Do the following activities in your science
notebook.
Show your observations in tabulated form
nicely.

1) Make a table of your brushing time for 5 days and
write your observationsi.Do you use tongue cleaner? If yes, explain why?
ii.Do you floss your teeth? If yes, explain how.
iii.Do you have cavities? If yes, write how many teeth
are infected? Also write the type of infected teeth.
iv.Make a poster on ‘Importance of oral hygiene’.
2)Make a record of food items that your family members
eat and rate them on a scale of 1 to 5 What vegetables
you usually eat i.e., 1 who eats the least and 5 who
eats the most. Answer the following questions
according to your observationi.Who scored the most and how much?
ii.Who scored the least and how much?
iii.Who eats the junk food?
iv.Who has a good diet?
v.Who has a bad diet?
vi.What do you think you should change in your diet in
order to stay healthy?
vii.How many glasses of water you drink in a day?
viii.What vegetables you usually eat in your salad?

Social Science
Note: Do this work in your Social Science notebook.
1. Cut out the weather forecasts from the
newspaper of one of the months and paste in your
notebook. Note the changes in temperature and
the amount of rainfall.
2. Paste the Political map of India on your
notebook and fill all Indian states on it.
3. Make a list of your rights and duties to your
parents.
4. Write the name of your family members, also
your relation with them in different languages.

Hindi

Punjabi

